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The Meaning of Maupassant's "Pierre et Jean"
by Murray Sachs

I N A RECENT ARTICLE in this journal, Professor Robert J. Niess

offered a very sensitive analysis of some of the symbols which support

and underline the action in Maupassant's novel, Pierre et Jean.' This
discussion of symbols was a notable enrichment of the pioneer work
on this novel done by Professor Edward D. Sullivan who, in his Maupassant the Novelist (Princeton, 1954), called attention to the symbolic
importance of the fog which insistently accompanies Pierre's anguish
throughout the book. Paradoxically, however, these two studies, which
complement each other so enlighteningly, have at the same time served
to expose the differences of opinion which exist as to what the book as

a whole means. For on this point Sullivan and Niess are not in agreement. In Sullivan's view, the fog symbol carries the whole meaning of

the book: it is a study, he feels, of Pierre's struggle with a crisis of
doubt and uncertainty, which he can never dispel (see especially pp.
109 and 115). Niess, on the other hand, points to the interplay of light
symbols with the fog symbols, and argues that "it is the process of dis-

covery, of the elimination of the fog of doubt and ignorance, that
forms the true subject of the novel" (p. 513). And both these critics

reject the traditional interpretation, lately argued with some additional
refinements by M. Andr6 Vial, that Pierre et Jean is primarily a study
of jealousy.2

Now, we have Maupassant's own word that it is a serious matter
when the meaning of one of his novels can come into question. In the
essay "Le Roman," which stands as the preface to Pierre et Jean, Maupassant declares that realistic novelists, such as himself, seek, not to en-

tertain us, "mais de nous forcer a penser, a comprendre le sens profond et cach6 des &v6nements."3 Accordingly, his skill as a novelist
must lie in "le groupement adroit des petits faits constants d'oui se

d&gagera le sens d6finitif de 1'ceuvre." Must we then conclude that, in

1 Robert J. Niess, "Pierre et Jean: Some Symbols," French Review, XXXII, 6

(May, 1959), 511-19.

2 Andre Vial, Guy de Maupassant et l'art du roman (Paris: Nizet, 1954). See especially pages 363-64 and 402-03.
3 Guy de Maupassant, Pierre et Jean, in (Euvres completes, 6dition Conard (Paris,
1909), p. XI. All further references to this work, inserted hereafter within the next,

will be to this edition.
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It is well known that the starting point of Pierre et Jean was a news-

paper fait divers which Maupassant had seen, reporting the strange

legacy left by a bachelor to the son of his best friends. It seems indis-

putable that Maupassant's initial idea was to explore the possible effects of such a legacy, supposing it to be motivated by illegitimate
fatherhood. Ren6 Dumesnil has, moreover, demonstrated statistically, in

his classification of Maupassant's stories by themes,4 that Maupassant
was attracted obsessively by the themes of illegitimacy and adultery as
they affect children. It is understandable, therefore, that all interpretations of Pierre et Jean, including those of Vial, Sullivan, and Niess,
have tended to regard the illegitimacy of Jean and the adultery of Mme.
Roland as being at the very center of Pierre's crisis, and hence at the
center of the book's meaning.
Yet this stress on illegitimacy and adultery is surely misleading. Be-

tween the conception of the original idea and its final formulation,
Maupassant obviously went through a radical shift of focus in his approach to the material. Though we have no record, of the stages through

which his thinking went, we can compare the starting point and the
end result. If he began with an event: an inheritance which suddenly
reveals illegitimacy and adultery within a family, he certainly ended
with total absorption in a personality: that of one member of the family, and a member who was not, as a matter of fact, part of the story
at the outset. For the original anecdote involved but a single son. It
was doubtless to heighten the drama and add density to the narrative
that Maupassant decided to posit two sons, the one legitimate, the other
not. And perhaps it was the novelty of the point of view which suggested
to Maupassant the idea of centering the novel on the reactions of the

legitimate son. But at this point we meet the mysterious chemistry of
4 Chroniques, dtudes, correspondance de Guy de Maupassant, recueillies, pr6fac6es
et annot6es par Ren6 Dumesnil (Paris: Librairie Griind, 1938), pp. 459-503.
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that forms the center, the theme, the "sens definitif" of this novel.

It may help to understand further how such a radical shift of focus
could have come about, if it is noted how much of himself Maupassant

(consciously or unconsciously) put into the character of Pierre. This

assimilation of the author's self into that of his protagonist became inevitable, probably, once Maupassant elected to make Pierre Roland his
main character. For then the Roland family came to resemble, in im-

portant respects, Maupassant's own: a sensitive, intelligent, but volatile older brother, a less rewarding and less interesting younger brother,
a mother who is a "mal mari'e," a father held in low esteem, and finally, the intense attachment of the older brother to his mother. We
must also note that the psychological analysis demanded by such a sub-

ject forced Maupassant, by his own principles, to draw heavily on his
own personality. Had he not said, in "Le Roman," that "celui qui fait
de la psychologie pure ne peut que se substituer 't tous ses personnages
dans les differentes situations oi1 il les place. .... C'est donc toujours
nous que nous montrons..." (p. XIX)? It is no accident that Pierre,
like his creator, is a brooding, insecure person, probingly and penetratingly curious about himself and others, yet also regularly impelled
to flee the reality he thus uncovers, and seek solace in the gentle rock5 It is worth noting that Sur l'eau, a sort of log book replete with Maupassant's
distaste for the world, and the solace he found in sailing his yacht, was published
in 1888, within a few months of Pierre et Jean. While a good portion of this book
is early material-it is a scissors-and-paste job, as Professor Sullivan has shown
(Romanic Review, XL, 3 [October 1049], 173--179)-it is suggestive that the putting
together of that kind of a book was executed at that particular time.
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The self-centered qulality of this extraordinarily violent but still un
consciously motivated reaction emerges clearly through the events of
Chapter V, which follow directly from it, and which push its meaning

through to the conscious level of Pierre's mind. The next morning
having fled to Trouville to escape his thoughts, Pierre suddenly has
distorted and hallucinatory vision of the beach scene as a squalid an
shameless "halle d'amour" (p. 124). Then later that day, his mother

lie about Mar6chal's portrait finally shatters the last of Pierre's desper
ate hopes. The certainty that she committed adultery is now absolu

for Pierre. And at this, the searing pain of seeing an ideal sullied

and an illusion destroyed, which had remained unarticulated in nameless fury at the end of Chapter IV, and which was veiled in symbol by

the vision of the beach at Trouville, surges into overt expression i
Pierre's conscious thoughts. No device can any longer conceal from

Pierre the crushing disillusionment which this discovery represents: "I
regardait sa mere, qui avait menti. 11 la regardait avec une coldre exas-
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